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Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let n be a finite dimensional, 
basic, and connected k-algebra. Let Q = Q, be the ordinary quiver of /1 
and let /2 = kQ/I for an admissible ideal I of kQ, see [S]. We assume in this 
work that the quiver Q has no oriented cycles. 
The Tits form qn of n is the quadratic form qA : ZQo -P Z given by 
q,&) = c dx12- 1 4x1 Z(Y) dim, Exti(S,, s,) 
xsQo &.!JEQO 
+ c 4x1 z(y) dim, Ext%S,, S,), 
.cyeQo 
where Q, is the set of vertices of Q and S, is the simple /i-module 
associated with x E Q,,, see [Z]. We are concerned with the relation 
between the representation type of n and the arithmetical properties of q,,. 
In [7, 151 it was shown that a tame algebra n has a weakly non-negative Tits 
form q,, (that is, qn(z) 2 0 for any vector z with non-negative coordinates). 
The converse of this result has been shown for some interesting families of 
algebras [9-11, 15, 171. in all these works the construction of one point 
extension algebras has been an essential tool. We say that A’ is the one- 
point extension of A by the A-module M if A’ has the form 
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with the usual matrix multiplication. Then the representation type of A’ is 
tame if and only if the algebra n and the vectsr space category 
om,(M, mod /1) are tame. In particular, if A’ is tame a is an 
decomposable preinjective module, then for every ind osable 
n-module X we have dim, Hom,(M, X) < 2, see [18, 191. 
The main result of our work is the following: let n be a tame k-algebra. 
Let M be an indecomposable preinjective A-module. Let F be the p 
tive component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver S, of .4 where 
Assume that the orbit quiver &(F) is a tre where z is the Aus 
Reiten translation in r,) and that dim m,(M, N)< I for every 
indecomposable A-module N. Then the alge ’ = A [Mp1 is tame if and 
only if qn, is weakly non-negative. We give a generalization to the case 
W e M is not indecomposable. 
e briefly sketch the contents of our paper. In Section 1 we recall some 
basic facts. In Section 2 we give some results on preinjective components of 
Auslander-Reiten quivers. These results are of combinatorial character and 
we think they are interesting by themselves. In Section 3 we prove the main 
result as a particular case of a more general situation that we consider. We 
give some examples. 
Some of the considerations in this work are an elaboration of a techni- 
que used in 1115, 2.41. There the main result of our paper was proved in the 
where A was a tame concealed algebra. 
mod A we denote the category of all finitely generate 
y P, (resp. I,, S,) we denote the indeco 
simple) A-module associated with 
MEmod A, we set &M= (dim 
e, = d&r S,, x E QO, form the canonical basis of ZgO. 
The vertices of the Auslander-Reiten quiver r, wil 
indecomposable n-modules; in particular, the Auslander eiten translate 
zM of a vertex M in r, is just the dual of the transpose Dtr 
module M. 
For basic notions the reader may consult [g, 191. 
One of the authors (J.A.P.) thanks the University of Ioannina for 
tality during the preparation of part of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1 Let C, be the Cartan matrix of A. Since the global dimension of 
n(gl dim A) is finite, C,, is invertible. We consider the (bob-symmetric~ 
bilinear form (z, w)~ = ZC 2 ‘w’, for z, w E Zoo. For any two modules X7 
Ywe have (d&X,d& Y)n=Cim_o(-llidimkExt~(X, Y), 
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The assocciated quadratic form xii(z) = (z, z),, is called the Euler form 
of A. 
Let Lc kyeQo 1(x, v) be a minimal set of relations generating I and set 
I(x, v) = cardinality of L n 1(x, y), for each couple x, y E Q,. In [2], it is 
shown that the Tits form qn satisfies 
4,4(Z) = c -4x)‘- c z(x) Z(Y) +c 4% VI 4x) Z(Y), 
xsQo (X+Y)EQI x,ueQo 
where z E ZQo and Q, is the set of arrows of Q. If gl dim A < 2, we get 
x/i = q,, . By (-, -),, we denote the symmetric bilinear form associated with 
4n. 
1.2. An algebra A is tame provided for each dimension d there is a finite 
family or A - k[x]-bimodules Mi which are free as right k[x]-modules 
such that every indecomposable /l-module of dimension d is isomorphic to 
Mi Ok[x] k[x]/(x - 1) for some i and some 3L E k. In [S, 61 it is shown that 
a representation-infinite algebra is tame or wild but not both. 
PROPOSITION [lS]. If A is tame, then q,, is weakly non-negative. 
The converse has been shown for different kinds of algebras [9-11, 15, 
171. Criteria to decide whether or not q,, is weakly non-negative are given 
in [16]. 
1.3. Let A be a k-algebra and let A4 be a A-module. 
Consider the one-point extension A’ = A [M]. The A’-modules may be 
described as triples (X, V, 40) where X is a A-module, V is a k-vector space, 
and pa: V-P Hom,(M, X) is a k-linear map. The full subcategory of mod ,4’ 
of those modules without a direct summand of the form (Y, 0,O) with 
Hom,(M, Y) =0 is representation equivalent to the subspace category 
%(Hom,(M, mod A)). Therefore, if ,4 is tame, then A’ is tame if and only 
if the vector space category Hom,(M, mod A) is tame. 
If the vector space category Hom,(M, mod A) is Schurian (for example, 
if M is A-preinjective) and tame then dim, Hom,(M, N) Q 2 for each 
indecomposable n-module N, see [18]. 
1.4. Assume that M is an indecomposable preinjective A-module and 
let T be the preinjective component of r,, where M lies. Consider the par- 
tial order d in F given by X< Y if there is a path from X to Y in F. 
Denote by IX/= Hom,(M, X), X~mod A. Then the full subcategory of 
Hom,(M, mod A) whose objects are those (Xl #O with X an indecom- 
posable A-module form a poset S(A, M) and 1x1 < ) Y1 in S(A, M) implies 
that X< Yin F. 
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et @A, M) be the subposet of S(/a, M) w 
j E S(A; M): dim, 1 YJ < 1 for every Y<W in S> 
diagram of $(A, M) is convex ( = path closed) in the 
S(A, M) and the full subcategory of q(Hom,(M, mod 
are of the form (0 r= 1 Xi, I’, cp) with IXi/ E $(A, M) is equivalent to the 
ace category %(add k( 9( A, M))). 
say that the poset $(A, M) is tame if the subspace category 
%(add k(9(A, M))) is tame. By Nazarova’s criterion [13], $(A, M) is tame 
if and only if $(A, M) does not contain as a full subposet one of the posets 
of the following list: 
If S(n, M)= 9(/1, M) we say that the vector space category 
om,(M, mod A) is linear. 
2. PREINJECTIVE COMPONENTS OF TREE TYPE 
2 Let II = kQ/I be as in the introduction. Let kA be the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver of A and let z be the Auslander-Reiten translation in r,. 
Let 5 be a preinjective component of r, . The orbit quiver Q(F) of 9 
is defined as follows (see [19, 2.11): the vertices of OT(F) are the z-orbits 
1: of indecomposable injectives I, E F; let 1, E F and let 1,/S, s $ 
with Yi an indecomposable in F (i = 1, . . . . s), then r-“‘Y, = l,r for 
mi E N and yi E &, then we put an arrow I”, -+ 1$ (i = 1, . . . . s) in 
We say that F is of tree type if the orbit quiver @(F) is a tree. For 
example, if A satisfies the (S)-condition, T, has at least one 
component of tree type [ 1,3]. 
In this section we are concerned with the structure of ~r~~~je~tive com- 
ponents of tree type. 
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2.2. A path in f ,, from X to Y is denoted by X-+ Y. A path in I.,, 7: 
x,+x, -+ ... -+ X, is said to be sectional if rX,, , #Xi-, for 1 < i < s. 
LEMMA. Let 9 be a preiqjective component of‘r, qf tree type. Let 
“I. ,.‘u,~X,~ . ..AX.$ 
he a sectional path in 3. Then Xh # XI 
ProoJ Assume XG = Xi and /I’: #X/’ for every 0 < i < j< s. If X0 = 
5 -“X,S for some m > 0, we would get an oriented cycle in 9, a contradic- 
tion. Assume X, = T”‘X,~ for some m > 0. If .F = 1, we get a loop in the vertex 
X:=X; in C;(F). Ifs=2, as 7 is sectional, m > 1. Then we get a path 
I7 ‘2, 
x,-T ‘x0 *+ TX, fly2 - x,, 
a contradiction. 
If s > 2, we get arrows X: +X:, 
contradicting that cG~(S) is a tree. 
1 or x:+ I + Xi in 1CJ.F) for 0 < i < .r, 
I 
2.3. ~OPOSITIO~. Let .F he a preinjective component of I’, qf’ tree 
type. Let y: X0 --% X, --% . . .-% X,$ be a sectional path in Ye. Let 
8: T-“X~-+ z”X,~ be a path with n, m 3 0. Then n = 0 = m and 7 = 6. 
ProojI By induction on s. The cast s = 0 is clear. As%yrne ss-0. As i: is 
sectional, by (2.2). Xi #X,’ for if j. Let ci: T-“X” = Z,, - Z, 2 ...A 
Z, = T”‘X,~. Then in a:(F) WC get 
x;=zr, 
/ \ 
x; z; 
I I > 
‘\ /’ 
x,;=z; 
where edges denote arrows in some direction. Therefore, for every 1 < i < s, 
there is some 1 da(i) < t with Xf = Z;,,,. 
Let Xi = ZJ and Z, = z”X,. If a > 0 we get a cycle in 9 
X,,-=-,T-“Xg=Zo-+Z, --f . . . -+z, 
a contradiction. 
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If a < 0, then we have a sectional path y’: X1 -% X2 --+ . . -% X,? 
and a path 6’: z”Xl=Zj~Zj+,--+~ .A Z2=PX*. 
hypothesis, a = 0 = m and y’ = 6’. We get 
If n > 0, we get a cycle through X,, a contradiction. Therefore, IE = 0 and 
X0 % Z, is an arrow. If j = 1 we are done. Assume that j > 1 to get a 
contradiction. Clearly, Xi # Z; and X, # Z, . t is also easy to see t 
Z;#X;. Therefore, there is some 1 < i < j such tanat z;=x;. 
zi = zbX,. e get 
b>,O:Z,=rb&-+XO=Z,,--+ B’ z P> 1’ ...___\ zi 
b<O:X,--% z-lxo-+zbXo=Zi~ zi+l----?” . ..__d z1 =x, 
in both cases, a contradiction. 1 
The following result is a good tool to deal with 
tive components of tree type It is essentially taken from [14]. 
LEMMA. Let F be a preinjective component of 6-, of tree type. Let p: 
x$+ Xl-% . ..xspl -% X3 be a sectional path in ~9 with s> 1. Assume 
there is a module ME Y with paths “-s x0 and M “% Y 3 x, with 
Y f .X_ 1. Then no Xi is projective, 0 < i d S. 
ProoJ Let 6: M=Z,-+ ... -+Zf-+Zltl=XO. Assume lhat X, is 
projective for some 0 < a d s. By (2.2), XT # Xf kx i # j. 
Since @(F) is a tree, there is some Z, (a 6 j< t) with ZJ = Xz ox some 
Y’ on 6’ with Y” = Xi. 
In the first case Zi = z -“X, for some m >, 0. e get a cycie 
X,+-+Z-~W~=Z~~ . . . +Z,+, = X,4 . . . +X,, a co~tradietio~. 
In the second case, Y’ = VmX, and we get a path X0--+ Y’-+ Y J+ X, 
and a sectional path X, ... -x1_: -x,. 
Y = X, _ 1, a contradiction 
2 The next proposition is the main result of t 
with [4, 6.9]. 
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PROPOSITION. Let F be a preinjective component of r, of tree type. Let 
MEF and let I-( =Hom,(M, -). Let X, YEF be such that 1x1, 
) YI E $(A, M). Then X< Y in f if and onZy if )X1,< IYJ in $(A, M). 
ProojI Obviously, if 1x16 ) Y(, then X< Y in F. Assume that in F we 
have the paths 
with ( /?S’i # 0 # Iy J. We prove the result by induction on s. 
1. s= 1. We have to show that (tlrl #O. We may assume that Xf Y’. 
We prove this case by induction on the length of the shortest path 6: 
M--t Y with 161 #O. 
If Y is projective, then aI is a monomorphism and lclrl # 0. 
If Y is not projective, we may consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
Observe that Ext ‘(M, r Y) = 0. Indeed, if Extl(M, zY) # 0, there is a path 
z Y--* AI-+ X of length at least 2 and a sectional path ZY 3 X, contradic- 
ting (2.3). Since /XI, ] YI, 1 Y’I E&A, M), we get that IzY] E 9(n, M) and 
(Zi / = 0, for every i. Therefore 
and by induction hypothesis lo/8 # 0. Therefore I /I[ and la/II are 
isomorphisms and I a, ) # 0 as desired. 
2. Let s > 1. If the path X0 -% X, -+ . . . -% X, is not sectional, we 
may find O< j<s such that Xi-I=rXj+, and the path Xj% X,+r--+ 
. . . -% X, is sectional. By (2.4), we get a path 
x=x,& x1 ~,...~+xj~, 
2 
= zxj+ 1 ++% ZXj, 2 - . . .--=L TX,-% Y’ 
of length s - 1. Since I Y’I E 9(,4, M), IX/ d /Y’] and 1x1 < ) Y 
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Assume that the path X,, 5 X, --+ . . .a X, is 
hypothesis we may assume that IXi 1 = 0 for 0 < i < s. 
of length s - 1. Moreover, consider the Auslander- 
Since IX,/ =Q, then /rX,/ E 9(A, M) and IZi/ = 
tion hypothesis, /zX,/ d 1 Y’1 and IzX, / d j Yl. Hen 
y:zX,=L,+L, -+ .‘. +L,= Y 
in 9(/m, M) with /y( #Q. Then X= L1 and /X/ < / Yl. 
It is easy to give examples of preinjective components of tree type F and 
modules X, YE F with /Xl, / YI E S(/i, M) such that X d Y in F but not 
/Xl d / Yl in s(n, M). 
COROLLARY. In the situation of the ~~o~Qsitio~, $(A, M) is a fzlll sub- 
poset 0fF. 
The following result was already observed in some particular cases 
in j12, 151. 
LEMMA. Let F be a preinjective compoflent of r, of tree type. Let 
ME F. Assume that $(A, M) is not a tame poset. Then there is a fuil sub- 
poset L of $(A, M) satisfying: 
(a) L is one of the posets of the Nazarova’s iist. 
(b) L is convex in Jr. 
(c) If N is a subchain of L, then H is a sectional path in F. 
ProoJ (a), (b) By (1.4), there is a full subposet L’ of $(A, 
L’ is one of the posets of Nazarova’s list. 
Let N be a subchain of L’. Assume that H is not convex in F. Let 
be the poset x0 -% x1 - . ..~.,.Foreachldidm,tknePeisXiE~ 
such that xi = IXj / and a path in F 
such that I /jisz .. pi1 / # 0. Let y = / YI be an element of k’ not in ) the 
by (2.5) Y is not path comparable with any X,. Then we can take a chain 
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H’ formed by objects of the form IX,] such that H’ is convex in F and 
isomorphic to H. Replacing H by H’ we get a poset L” isomorphic to L’. 
Therefore we may assume that all the chains of L’ are convex in F. 
Assume that L’ is a poset isomorphic to (N, 5). Consider the subposet of 
L’ given by 
x2 x4 
=I a2 
N 
- 
a3 
- 
Xl x3. 
As before we may assume that xi = /Xi1 and there are arrows X, -% X,, 
X,-%X, such that ]/III=a, and ]/131=a,. Let X,=Y,-% Y,-+ 
. . .-% Y, = X, be a path such that 16,. , . bl( # 0. If s > 1, then 9(/1, M) 
has a full subposet of the form (1, 1, 1,2) given by IX,/, ) Yr/, IX,/ and any 
two objects belonging to the chain of length 5 in L’. We are done. 
(c) Let L be a poset of Nazarova’s list which is convex in F. Let H 
be a subchain of L and assume that there is a path x -+ y --+ z in H such 
that rZ= X, where x = 1x1, y = / YI, and z = IZI. Consider the Auslander- 
Reiten sequence 
* 
o+x=zz+ @ Y,-+Z-PO 
i=l 
with Yi indecomposable (i = 1, . . . . t) and Y= Y1. Since 1x1, JZ( EQ(I~, M) 
there is some j # 1 such that I Yi ( E $(A, M). By (2.3), Y, and Yi are non- 
path comparable in F. Therefore using I Y, 1, ( Y,I and objects of the other 
connected components of L we get a full subposet of $(A, M) of the form 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) or (1, 1, 1,2) which, clearly, satisfies (c). 1 
2.7. Observe that (2.5) and (2.6) are statements about that part of the 
preinjective component 9 which is in front of M. 
Let ME r, . Let A,(M) be the successor support algebra of M defined as 
the restriction of /1 to the full subquiver of all vertices a such that there 
is a chain of non-zero morphisms between indecomposable n-modules 
M=X,-+- ..‘A X,=Z,. Observe that M~mod/1,(M). 
We say that M is relative preinjective (resp. relative preinjective of tree 
type) if M belongs to a preinjective component 9 of r,,,(MJ (resp. F is a 
preinjective component of tree type). 
The following facts are easy to show. 
(a) Let 9? be the component of r, where M lies. Then M is relative 
preinjective if and only if the full subquiver V(M-+ ) of %? with objects 
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(NE 97’: there is a path M -N* N) has no oriented cycles and for any 
NE %(M + ) there is a number m 3 0 such that r -“N is injective. 
(b) Let %? be the component of r,, where lies. If f8 is ~~ei~j~~t~~~ 
(req. preinjective of tree type) then A4 is relative einjective (resp. relative 
preinjective of tree type). 
(c) Assume that M is relative preinjective and F (resp. U) is t 
component of rAsCM) (resp. r,,) where M lies. Then 
(cl) F(A4 --f ) is isomorphic to %‘(M -+ ). 
(~2) p dim,*(,, M < 1. 
(63) If there are no paths z-‘M-+ B, in T,, tben n,(M) is a tilte 
algebra. 
(4) If A4 is relative preinjective of tree type, $(A,( 
subposet of %(&l-t ). We denote by $(A, M) the image of 
GfqM 4 ). 
(d) There are easy examples where M is relative preinjective but not 
preinjective. 
(e) Assume that M = @ ;= 1 Mi where Mi E rA. 
relative preinjective (resp. relative preinjective of tree typ 
the 
is so. If M is relative preinjective of tree typ e say that M is good if 
posets $(/1, MJ are disjoint and lJ;= 1 $(A, i) is a frill subposet of 
lJ;= i qT where K is the preinjective compone f TA,l,rd,j where Mi lies 
(possibly some of the K are equal). In this situation we write $(A, 
u;= 1 %A, Mi). 
(f) Let M be a good relative preinjective mo ule of tree type. 
Clearly, (2.5) and (2.6) remain valid for $(A, M). 
(g) Clearly, if M is an indecomposable relative preinjective of tree 
type then M is good. 
3. ONE-POINT EXTENSIONS BY RELATIVE ~~~~~JECTI~ MODULES 
3.1. In this section we prove the main result of this work. 
THEOREM. Let A be a tame algebra and M be a A-module. Assume that 
M is a good relative preinjective module of tree type. Consider the algebra 
A’= A[M]. Ifqn, is weakly non-negative, then S(A, M) is a tame poset. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a tame algebra and be a A-module. Assume 
that M is a good relative preinjective module of tree type and that 
481/134/Z-6 
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dim, Hom,(M, N)< 1 for esery NED,. Then A’= ACM] is fume lf and 
only $q,,. is weakly non-negutioe. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a tame algehru and let -5 (i= 1, . . . . r) be pre- 
injectice components ?f r,, of tree type (not necessarily difSercnt). Let 
M = @ :-, Mi be a good relatiz;e preinjectioe module with M, E& and 
assume thut dim, Hom,(M, N) d 1 for etiery NE.%. Then A’= ACM] is 
tume if and only’ IY q,, is \j!eaklv non-negative. 
Particular cases of this situation have been considered before [ 10, 151. 
In those papers the corresponding results were proved by lengthy calcula- 
tions. 
3.2. For the calculation of certain values of q,,. we need the following 
LEMMA. Let M = @I:=, Mi he un indecomposable decomposition of a 
A-module. Assume that M is a good relutive preinjective module of tree type. 
Consider the algebra A’ = A [M ] and let s be the vertex in Qn. such that 
rad P, = M. Let X E I-,, he such that there is a path M, .-+ X in r,,, then 
(d&X, e,<),,. = -dim, Hom,d(M, X). 
Proof: Let .q be the preinjective component of /‘,,,(,M,) where Mi lies. 
Since M, Y-,X in f,, then X is a A,,(M,)-module and XE 4. Since Q,,,(,+,,, 
is a convex subquivcr of Q,, then 
where M’ is the direct sum of all the Mi which lie in .$. 
Therefore we may assume that A = A,Y(M, ) and that every Mi E 5 := *q. 
Observe that Ext>(M: X) # 0, with t k 1, implies the existence of a path 
M, -A+ X--, Mj for some j # 1, contradicting the fact that M is good. 
In fact WC will show the following stronger result: let M be relative 
preinjective of tree type such that there are no paths M;-+ M, for every 
i# j. Then for any XE .Y such that Ext>(M, X) =O, for t b 1, we have 
(d&X, e,Y),, = -dim, Hom,(M, X). 
We proceed by induction on the number p of vertices of Q,, such that 
there is a non-trivial path M, w, P, in .T for some i. 
p = 0. By (2.7), A is a tilted algebra. Since p dim,, M < 1, we get 
gl dim A’ < 2. 
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(a X, es),, = 1 dim, X(t) 
x 5 (-l)i(d’ 
L 
lmk Exti(S,, S,) + dim, Ext,(S,, 3,)) 
i=O 
=xdim,X(t) i (-l)i(dim,Ext~(%,, S,)j) 
f c i=O 
= (e,,bX),.= (dimP,--d&M5&X), 
= -(d&~hf,d~&~X),,= -dim, 
p > 0. Let P, be an indecomposable 
M, -N* PY be a non-trivial path in F. We may 
in Q,. 
ive A-module 
that y is a so 
Let M= Q y= 1 Ki be an indecomposable decompo 
A = A/A(y) A. Then A = A[K] and M is a A-module. 
A’/A’(,V) Ai. 
Let &(F)\(P;} = U’“=, Ti b e a disjoint union o rees Ti such that 
Ki E Ti. Let K be the component of rz where Mi lies. first remark that 
T is a preinjective component and q # q if i f j. In t, if Z is the trans- 
lation in r,, then I!&(YJ = Ti. 
me that Mi E Y&). Since X E mod A we ay write it as %= (Z, V, cp: 
m,(K, X)) e mod J[K]. Let 8= @ : Xi be an i~d~com~osa~~e 
decomposition. We claim that each Xi lies in some 5 (1~ j < m). 
If I/= 0, then XE r, and since X is a preinjective A-modu%e, it is also 
d-preinjective. Since all indecomposable injective ii-modules lie in lJ,j q9 
then X E Ui 5. If I/ # 0, since X is indecomposable, for every 16 i B 1, there 
is some 16 ~(1’) 6 m such that Horn,-(&,,, i) # 0 and Xi E 9&,. 
Observe that there are no paths Mi-+ for i # j in Tz. MorecPver, 
assume that Ext$(Mi, Xj) # 0 for some t 2 1. Then Ext>(Mi, 27,) # 0 and 
there is a nonsectional path in F 
Suppose that there is an injective A-module 1, 
is a A” = A/A(x) A-module and also X is a A”-mo 
a path M, -+ P, -yu* X-+ I, -YY) M,, a contradiction) 
is a sink in Q,. Then 
may assume that .x 
(d&X, e,),. = (dim x, e,),y&q 
and the result follows by induction on the number of vertices of 
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In the case that there is no injective on y2y1, we get a path in y 
MI-*Py-+~ - ‘K,(j, -4 7 -‘Xi+ L--J+ Mi, 
a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that Ext$(M, 8) = 0, for every t > 1. 
We finish our calculation. First observe that both s and y are source 
vertices in Qn, thus (ey, e,),,, = 0. Therefore, 
(dim X, e,),, = (d&r 2, es)ZCM1 +(ey, e,),, dim, V 
Moreover, the number of vertices x of QZ such that there is a non-trivial 
path M-+ P, is at most p - 1. By induction hypothesis, 
(d&r Xi, es)iiCM1 = -dim, Hom,(M, Xi) = -dim, Hom,(M, Xi). 
Altogether we get 
(d&~ X, es),,, = - i d’ imk Hom,(M, Xi) = -dim, Hom,(M, 1) 
i=l 
= -dim, Hom,(M, X). 1 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let F be a preinjective component of tree type. Let X, 
YEF. Then: 
(a) If there is a sectional path joining X and Y in F, then 
(i) ExtL(X, Y) = 0, for every i> 1 
(ii) (bX,&Y),=l ifX#Yor(d&X,&Y),=2ifX=Y. 
(b) If X and Y are not path comparable, then 
(i) Ext>(X, Y)=O, for every i30 
(ii) (d& X, d&r Y), = 0. 
Proof: (a) Assume that there is a sectional path from X to Y. 
If Exti( Y, X) #O, then Hom,(X, zY) #O and there is a non-sectional 
path in 9 
X-+zY-+ . -+ Y, 
contradicting (2.3). If ExtL( Y, X) # 0 for some i > 1, there is an indecom- 
posable direct summand K of the (i - 1)st syzygy of Y such that 
Exti(K, X) # 0. Therefore there is a non-sectional path from X to Y 
passing through K, again a contradiction. 
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If Ext>(X, Y) # 0 for some i 3 0, we would get an oriented cycle in F-, 
thus Ext”,(X, Y) = 0. 
Let P, be an indecomposable projective /d-module. Assume that 
T-‘X<P, in F. Therefore, Homn(Px, therwise, there is a non- 
sectional path in F 
contradicting (2.3). Let 2 be the restriction of il to the full subquiver of all 
vertices x such that there is no path from z-‘X to P, x is a 
convex full subquiver of Q, . Moreover, X, YE mod 2 
(d&lX,d&Y),-=(d&lX,d&Y),. 
Clearly, X and Y are preinjective J-modules. 
preinjective J,(X)-modules. Moreover, J,(X) is a 
(g&IX> dim Y)n = (dim x, dim Y),-s(,, 
= ii0 (- l)i [dim, ExtiSC,,(X, Y) + dim, ExttTAC,,( Y, X)] 
= dim, Hom,,(X, Y) + dim, 
The result follows from (2.3). 
) Assume that X and Y are not path comparable in F-. Therefore, 
Ext’,(X, Y) = 0 = Ext’,( Y, X), for every i > 0. 
We show that (d&r X, dim Y), = 0 by induction on the order 6 in F. 
If Y is maximal in 5, then Y= 1, for s a source in Then 
(d&X, dim Y),, = 2, dim, Hom,(X, I,)(e,, e,),. If this sum is t zero, 
there is a vertex t in Q, such that Hom,(X2 1,) # 0 and (t = s or s -+ t or 
s, t) # 0 in Q,). In any case we get a path in F from X to Y, a contra- 
iction. 
Consider the case in which Y is not maximal. Assu e first that Y is non- 
injective. Consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
o-+ Y-t @ zi+s-"Y+o 
i= 1 
in mod A, where Zi is an indecomposable mo de (1 d i < I ). Therefore, 
(mX,b Y),= 2 (dimX,dimzi)-(~x,~a~lY),. 
i= 1 
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If X and r-i Y are non-path comparable and for every 1 < i < Z, X and 
Zj are not path comparable, then the result follows by induction 
hypothesis. In the other case, there is a path in y 
y:X=L,-% L,-+-..r L,-,=z,- L,=z-‘Y. 
If for some j> 1, Lj is projective, say Lj = P,, then Hom,(P,, X) = 0 = 
Hom,(P,, Y). Indeed, Hom,(P,, Y) # 0 would produce a path from X to 
Y in r, a contradiction. We may even assume that y is a source in Q,. 
Therefore, defining d = n/ci(y)/l we get X, YE mod /i and 
(d&l x, dim Y), = (dim x, &l Y),. 
By induction on the number of vertices of Q,, the result follows in this 
case. 
If Lj is not projective, for every j> 1, then the path y is sectional 
(otherwise we get a path in r from X to Y, a contradiction). By (2.3), X 
and Zi are non-path comparable for 2 d i< 1. Therefore, by induction 
hypothesis 
(c&lx, &l Zi)A = 0, 2didl. 
Moreover, by (a), we get 
and the result follows in this case. 
Finally, assume that Y is injective. Assume that Y = 1, and let I,/soc 1, = 
@ f= I Ci be a decomposition as direct sum of indecomposable modules. By 
symmetry we may assume that also X is injective. Let X= I, and let 
I,/soc I, = @J?= 1 Kj be a decomposition as direct sum of indecomposable 
modules. We asume that both s and t are sinks in Q, (otherwise, there is 
a sink y in Q, such that Hom,(X, Z,) = 0 = Hom,( Y, 1,) and we may go 
to the quotient /i//l(y)/i). Therefore, (e,, e,)n =0 and 
(&IJI X, dim Y), = .i (dim I,, dim CJn + f (d& Kj, dim I,),, 
i= 1 j=l 
-i f (dirJKyiIJCJn. 
j=l j=l 
If neither 1, and Ci (1 < id I) nor I, and Kj (1 <j< m) are path com- 
parable in r-, then all the summands in the right term above vanish. 
Suppose that 1, and C, are path comparable. Then there is a path in y 
Y:It=Lo&K1=L1~ -AL,=& 
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As above we may assume that no Li (i 3 1) is projective and 
sectional. Therefore, by (a) and induction hypothesis 
(cl& I,, $im C,), = 1 
(d&lK,,d&C,),=l if K,#C,or(dimK,,dimC,)=2ifK,=C,, 
(dim Kj, dim C,), = 0, for every j > 1. 
oreover, it is not hard to see (as in (2.3)) that Kj and C, are not pat 
comparable for I< i and every-j. Thus 
(cl& K,, dim C,),, = 0 = (&&I I,, gl& C,),l, for 1 < i. 
We note also that I, and Kj are not path comparable, for 2 d j< JZ~ 
Indeed, a path from I, to K, would yield a path in F 
On the other hand, there is a sectional path 
these two paths should coincide, a contradiction. 
(d&~ I,, &I.IJ K,), = 0, for 2<j<m. 
If K, # C,, by (2.3) we also get 
the result then follows. 
IfK,=C,, we get 
an e result also follows in this case. This completes the proof of our 
statement. 1 
3. Proof of Theorem (3.1). Assume that $(A, M) is not a tame 
Let = @I= 1 M, be an indecomposable decom 
~rei~jective component of rAtcMi) where M, lies and gi be the component 
of ere Mi lies. By (2.7), %(&I, + ) and %$ 
@ is a full subposet of %?(A4 + ) := Ui= 1 
a subposet L of 9( A, M) satisfying: (a) L belo 
(b) L is convex in %Y(M-+ ); (c) if H is a subchain of L, is 2 sectional 
path in V(M-+ ). 
Let xL be the graphical quadratic form associated 
XL=4+C,EL0 +zC..LoX,X,+Ca,htLo ~(a, h) x,xb where L, is the set 
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of objects of L and p(a, b) = 1 if a < b or p(a, b) = 0 else; besides, X, is an 
additional variable. It is well known that there is a vector v E ZLo” fw) with 
positive coordinates such that ~~(0) = - 1. 
For each a E L,, there is an indecomposable X, E V(A4-t ) such that 
a= 1X,( (where, as above,, /-I= Hom,(M, -)). 
If a, b EL, are not comparable in L, then by (2.5) and (2.7), X, and X, 
are not path comparable in %(M+ ). Hence, by (3.3), 
(dim X dim X,),, = 0. a> - 
If a, b E LO satisfy ad b, then X, and X, are joined by a sectional path 
in %‘(M+ ). Then by (3.3), 
(d&l x,, &ifJl X,), = 1 if u#bor(&X,,dimX,),=2ifu=b. 
Let s be the vertex of QA1 such that rad P, = M. By the remarks above 
and (3.2), we get 
= aFLo 4@+ vW2 +a;, u(a) u(b) - 1 v(a) 4~) 
l2tLo 
= XL(V) = - 1. 
Hence, q,, is not weakly non-negative. Our proof is complete. 1 
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